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Introduction 

 

My choice was to write an in-depth guide 

that will take you on a journey, into the 

depths of what truly loving another could 

be.  

Or, I could give you the same information 

in an easy to read, short version. 

I’ve opted for short and simple. Please do 

not underestimate the potency of what 

you are about to learn though.  

Aptly applied, what you are about to learn, will change your life. And, please be aware, 

what you about to read, while focused on your most intimate relationship, can 

profoundly impact them all. 

You will grow, heal, improve and deepen any relationship you decide to apply the skills 

you will be learning, including your relationship to you.  

In fact, the more you practice these techniques in all your relationships, the stronger they 

will become to enhance your primary relationships. 

But I diverse.  

I’m sure you’ve realized by now that many relationships come and go. Some of them 

need to go. They might be abusive, toxic or filled with dysfunction that one or both 

partners are unwilling to get help for. While it can be sad to let go of those relationships, 

preserving your own health and future happiness sometimes demands that. 

Unfortunately, however, many great relationships get thrown out too because of 

historically low relationship literacy rates and issues due to past relationships, especially 

from our childhood.  

Therefore, and my reason for writing this guide, is to help you overcome slight to 

extreme relationship issues by using Mindful Loving skills and realize how satisfying your 

relationship can truly be. 

If you choose, these skills will help you create astoundingly deep and nourishing 

relationships.  
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How do you know if a relationship is worth improving or saving?  

 If you have made a commitment such as marriage or living together 

 If you have children together 

 If there is no abuse 

 If there are no ACTIVE addictions  

 If you both agree on the most important things in life, an example would be 

having similar morals and values 

 If that place inside of you is telling you to hang in there, despite the challenges 

If you have decided that your relationship is worth fighting for, the practice of Mindful 

Loving will create some immediate and ongoing improvements. The skills will be most 

effective if you and your partner both agree to practice them, but even if only one of 

you does, there will be a marked improvement. 

When one person changes, others have no choice but adjust to those changes.  

Be prepared, some changes may initially be met with a negative reaction. This is mostly 

due to attachment to what is familiar, stick with it though, the positive outcomes will be 

the end result.  

Are you ready?  
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What is Mindfulness? 

 

Mindfulness is most easily explained as being 

aware of this moment, on purpose and without 

judgment.   

Maintaining mindful awareness means that you 

are paying attention with an intention to simply 

observe what is going on around you.  

A great example is to think about food.  

You can be aware that you are eating, but being 

mindful to what you are eating goes a few steps 

deeper. It means paying attention to the food, 

how it looks, smells, tastes, what its textures feels like, what your mouth feels like as you 

are chewing, and how it feels when you swallow.  

It also means that you are aware when your mind takes you away from being present 

with your food and to gently bring your attention back to the experience of eating.  

Most people are not so present while they eat. Instead they eat and read their emails, 

surf the web, watch television or any other distraction.  

When you are mindful, you are not in your head thinking about the past or future.  

Now, what is confusing to most people, is that the brain goes on and on and is 

impossible to stop it. Your mind will always distract you because its job is to think. 

Stopping your mind from thinking is like trying to stop your heart from beating, so don’t 

bother.  

Just return yourself to the present moment.  

Become aware of when your mind wanders and just let it go as you bring the rest of 

your senses into the immediate life experience. Your mind will eventually get the idea 

and become calmer, clearer and stronger over time.  

This way of living, mindfully, is not normal in the sense that most people are not able to 

maintain a mindful state of being for very long. That is why mindfulness is a practice.  
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Mindfulness skills can be strengthened through yoga, meditation, or other methods such 

as listening, feeling and observing exercises. The benefits are endless though and will not 

only improve your relationship with your partner, but with all of life.  

Mindful Loving brings a different element into a mindfulness practice. 

This type of loving will strengthen and enhance your relationships. It combines 

mindfulness with specific relationship skills that you may never have thought that deeply 

about before. 

Benefits of Mindfulness 

 Allows you to respond to life instead of reacting to it 

 Allows you the opportunity to live life instead of life living you 

 Improves focus, concentration, and precision 

 Enhances the quality of communications and relationships 

 Heightens clarity 

 Improves efficiency and safety 

 Deepens peace of mind and sense of flow 

 Effectively helps you handle stress 

 Deepens insight and intuitive wisdom. 

 Awakens more authenticity, heart, soul, and caring in our lives and work 

 Increases resilience to change 

 Strengthens faith and self-confidence 

 A slew of nurturing physical health benefits as well 

Mindfulness with Your Partner 

As you can imagine, the benefits of mindfulness for yourself will create a significant 

improvement in your relationship and all other aspects of your life.  

You will be LIVING!  

When you feel, you can feel deeply. At the same time, remaining mindful that you are 

not your emotions will allow you to develop stronger decision making abilities about 

how to respond to those feelings in love and life affirming ways.  

Think of the time you spend with your partner and how often you are distracted from 

giving them your full presence. You might be thinking about the past, the future, getting 

what you want or need, texting, or sidetracked in any other way to where you are 

“there” with your partner, but not truly “THERE”.  
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Now think about the times you notice that your partner is “there”, but not “THERE” 

with you. Chances are you might remember that you felt as if you were not very 

important to him or her in that moment. 

When your partner is distracted and not fully present with you, you may feel as if you 

are not heard, acknowledged or validated in the ways you hope for. 

You might even feel abandoned. 

Those are natural feelings to have, and your partner may also experience similar feelings 

when you are not fully “THERE” for them, right here, right now. Those feelings of being 

ignored, invalidated, or even rejected do not encourage a deep intimacy. 

On the other hand, maintaining a mindful presence with one another will result in a 

profound sense of connection. This is where you want to aim your efforts and can 

sometimes feel impossible.  

As you gently return to a mindful stance, over and over again, and fully experience how 

potent alive you feel, it definitely gets easier.  

 Being present for your partner in a mindful way means that you are with him or 

her fully in the present moment. 

 You are allowing space to observe your beloved, and what is going on with both 

of you, around both of you, in the right here and right now.  

 Open minded and open hearted observance, without judgment or expectation. 

When you are mindful of your partner: 

 Your listening skills will automatically increase 

 You will notice so much more about your partner 

 He or she will feel more secure and loved because they will be able to feel as if 

you are truly there for them. 

 Your feeling of being connected to your partner will drastically increase 

Before you begin to read the rest of this guide, spend a few moments thinking about 

what it looks like to show up completely for your partner. That means putting away the 

cell phone, turn away from the screen you are staring at and look deeply into your 

beloved’s eyes.  

Refuse to criticize or judge your partner based on your observations of them. No one 

wants to be the victim of that small minded behavior.  
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It Starts with YOU 

 

Your partner may have a ton of faults and be 

Wrong, Wrong, Wrong. 

It doesn’t matter. The pursuit of mindful loving 

needs to start with you. That is, if you are at all 

serious about improving your happiness and sense 

of fulfillment within your relationship. 

Remember, when one changes, all else around 

him/her changes too.  

Of course you need your partner to meet some of 

your needs. Safety, trust, companionship, loyalty 

and affection/sex are needs that you fully deserve to have met by anyone you choose to 

enter a relationship with. 

At the same time, you need to meet your own needs for happiness, emotional, mental 

and spiritual fulfillment. When you are pursuing meeting your own needs, you set an 

example for everyone around you of a strong a valuable person, worthy of the respect 

and love that you want. 

From this Day Forth: 

 For Yourself: 

 Pursue healthy living activities in regard to diet, rest, and exercise. 

 Pursue spiritual nourishment and personal development for your mind and 

emotions. 

 Practice becoming more mindful to life as it unfolds in the here and now. 

 Be happy, positive and stable for yourself first, and then share that with your 

partner in an open and loving manner without expectations that he/she provide 

that for you. 

For Your Relationship: 

 Set a commitment to stop blaming and complaining; drop the criticism while you 

are at it. 

 Make a promise to yourself that you will kindly and assertively ask for what you 

want. 
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 Let go of focusing or complaining about what is happening that you don’t want.  

 Set loving, yet firm boundaries if you need to. 

What this looks like: 

Instead of saying “I can’t believe what a jackass you are! How can you possibly 

not know how rude it is to not show up on time?” 

Say: “I want to be able to count on the plans we make so I can plan my own time 

accordingly. Can you please either show up on time or let me know as soon as 

possible if you are running late?” 

Chances are your partner will agree to your request. Instead of a heated fight, you can 

just ask for what you want, and talk about how that will happen in a calm and mutually 

respectful way. 

Take the time to nurture and develop yourself so you can lead by example. This, along 

with being lovingly assertive about what you want is the only way you can hope for the 

best for your relationship. 
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Mindful Loving Skills 

 

I iterate: 

 The pursuit of mindfulness in and of itself brings 

amazing results to your union with your partner. 

 Focusing on yourself first is always the best way to 

approach your life together, with anyone you come 

into contact with. 

There are other skills that are important to incorporate into 

your mindfulness practice. Becoming accomplished with these 

skills will assure that you can achieve the deepest and most 

fulfilling relationships, and especially with your beloved. 

Make no mistake, you must invest your time, energy, effort, perseverance and 

dedication. This is important, and especially so if you need to heal and redirect your 

partnership to a happier path.  

It requires that you set resentments aside.  

The chances are very high that resentments and other hurt feelings will naturally fall 

away as your relationship gets increasingly better for both of you. If you are worried 

about that, just plan to readdress the lingering issues when you and your beloved are on 

better ground with each other.  

So, think forgiveness first, then set your sights on bringing your all to creating a happier 

union together. 

Mindful Understanding and Validation 

 

The most valuable skill you can bring to your relationship is to continuously strive to 

understand your partner on all levels. Not to “know” them, the moment you think you 

know them, you will never know them.  

 

True knowledge happens moment by moment and understanding requires the 

willingness to learn who your partner is, and what his/her experience is, on a moment to 

moment basis. Obviously there are things you should know, such as allergies, beliefs and 

moral values, but thoughts and feelings are fleeting. How your partner feels or thinks 

yesterday might not be at all what is being thought or felt today. 
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When you develop the skill of understanding, you will ask questions and will 

continuously validate your partner’s thoughts and feelings. This does not mean you have 

to agree with everything they say, you might not agree at all and that is okay.  

 

Offering your understanding and validation means that you reflect back what you 

understand. For example, if your partner comes home in a grouchy mood and is 

complaining, you might say “It sounds as if you had a bad day”. That is a simple way of 

validating your partner that is extremely powerful.  

 

Validation = Showing your partner that you value them 

 

Always seek to validate your beloved’s experience, even if you don’t agree and think 

he/she has gone bonkers. Then share your own experience. You will be amazed at how 

much better the two of you start getting along. 

 

Let’s look at a common complaint amongst couples and how that might play out in a 

Mindful Loving way. 

 

Partner A is working hard and values supporting the family. Partner B feels left alone and 

that he/she needs more time together as a couple and tells Partner A about that need.  

 

Partner B says, “I need more time together as a couple and to feel that you are more 

invested in the daily home routine.” 

 

Partner A says, “It sounds as if you are lonely because I am away at work so much.” 

(Notice the validation) 

 

Partner B says, “Yes, I feel like I am the only one who cares about what’s going on at 

home and I need to feel as if you can be here more often.” 

 

Partner A says, “I understand that you would like me to be around more often. My work 

schedule has been really intense and there are important goals I am trying to meet. Can 

we look at options to help you feel as if I am here more that will still allow me to pursue 

my objectives?” 

 

Partner B says, “What do you have in mind to accomplish that?” 

 

This opens the floor to negotiations instead of arguments, blaming or criticism. This 

couple’s options could be setting a date night once a week, Partner A checking in with 
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Partner B more often while he/she is at work, such as texts or phone calls, or they may 

think of other options where they can both feel good about. This is Mindful Loving in 

action and shows the skills of understanding and validation.  

 

You and your mate might have to work diligently to achieve that level of 

communication. Especially if you have allowed bad habits such as finger pointing, 

blaming, complaining, criticism or having unrealistic expectations of one another.  

 

Rest assured, a healthier level of communication is achievable if you commit to staying 

mindful to reaching it. 

 

It is easy to become emotionally hijacked when there is conflict. When that happens, it is 

almost impossible to maintain the best level of communication. Therefore, keep the 

boundary that you will only talk with your partner about problems when you are calm 

and clear headed, and approached with the same consideration.  

 

You might have to say something such as “I love you and want to resolve this issue. Let’s 

get back together in twenty minutes when we (Notice, “we”, not “you”) can talk calmly 

and productively about this.”  

 

Then, walk away or leave, but make sure to return at the time you said you would and 

talk in a calm and loving manner about the issue. If emotions start to run high again, 

repeat the time out for a longer period of time in the same loving way you originally did 

it. 

 

This way of resolving issues will help you remain on the same team with each other. You 

are a couple, not adversaries. It is not about who is right or who is wrong; it is about 

making sure you are both happy and comfortable in your mutual life together.  

 

Mindful Meeting of Needs 

 

Working to understand and validate your partner is the first and most important way of 

meeting a basic human need in him or her that we each have. Never underestimate this. 

 

The next Mindful Loving skill is to meet your partner’s needs.  

 

While your partner may have many wants that you are not able to meet, being able to 

meet their needs in a way that he or she can see is another way of becoming a partner 

worthy of a lifetime commitment.  
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Sometimes those needs are impossible to know unless your partner talks to you, so 

seeking to understand and validate your beloved will significantly help you learn his/her 

basic needs. 

 

The most obvious need we all have is to feel safe from abuse, including verbal, 

emotional, mental and physical abuse.  

 

If there is any form of abuse, seek help to overcome it, or separate until one or both of 

you become willing to seek help. Do not return to an abusive relationship. Some can 

recover and create a healthier union, but not all. If it is impossible for your relationship, 

you must end it. This is the most loving thing to do for both of you, although can be 

extremely difficult. 

 

Assuming abuse is not an issue in your relationship, let’s move one.  

 

One need to focus on is giving your partner is love, in a way that he/she needs to 

experience it.  

 

For some, the need to be touched often is what they need to feel loved. It could be that 

your partner needs to hear words of endearment or encouragement from you, to spend 

ample time with you, or to receive gifts. Finding out how your partner needs to feel 

loved and doing your best to provide that will enrich your relationship in ways you 

cannot imagine until you fully commit yourself to it. 

 

You may have an entirely different way of experiencing love.  

 

For example, while your partner may need to be touched often to feel loved, you might 

need to receive gifts. When you are honest about how you need to feel loved, you will 

give your partner the opportunity to meet your needs in a way that you can fully 

experience it.  

 

This is a huge area of contention amongst couples, so stop to think about this for a 

while. 

 

Make it a point to explore often what you both need to feel cherished, and what that 

looks like.  There is no wrong way to need love, even if you find that your needs are 

very different.  
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When exploring how you can best meet each other’s needs, you may find out that many 

of the needs are something you both require, such as safety, trust, and honesty.  

 

You may find your partner has needs that make no sense to you. Working to understand, 

validate and meet those needs in an ever mindful way. It can feel very vulnerable to 

open up about needs, so be extra cautious to help your partner feel safe. 

 

Learning and caring for each other’s needs is a relationship skill to continuously strive for, 

it doesn’t happen overnight and may require lifestyle adjustments from both of you. Do 

it anyway, the payoff will be huge. 

 

Mindful Trust and Respect 

 

Creating and building trust and respect is a moment by moment activity that should 

never be taken for granted. It should not have to be mentioned that this includes using 

good manners, being kind and honest. 

Do what you say you are going to do, when you say you are going to do it 

Doing what you say you are going to do applies to everything, not just the “big” things. 

Being someone that can be counted on is an important relationship skill to develop and 

“that is just how I am” is not an excuse. Doing what you say you will, when you said 

you would is a decision, not a personality trait. If you have problems remembering, get a 

calendar or app to help with that. 

Trust and respect is as much as how you treat each other face to face as to how you 

honor the relationship when you are not face to face. This means protecting each other’s 

reputation and remaining mindful to what you discuss with others about your partner.  

Avoid sharing anything that might put your partner in a bad light or embarrass him/her if 

they were to find out that you shared the information. If there are issues that must be 

discussed outside of the relationship, talk to a neutral third party professional or spiritual 

counselor that adheres to confidentiality.  

In this reality show era we live in, it might seem acceptable to bare it all to the masses. It 

cannot be argued that building trust and respect in your relationship requires better 

actions than that. 

One good way to stay mindful of building trust and respect in your relationship is to 

monitor yourself to assure you are treating your partner better than you treat strangers 
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or others. Your partner eats, breathes, sleeps and lives an intertwined life with you in a 

way no other will do. Even children grow up and leave the nest to pursue their own 

lives.  

Make sure your best actions are for your partner first, and then turn to face the rest of 

the world together.  

Mindful Playfulness and Passion 

 

While life can get in the way in any partnership, the reason you came together in the first 

place was to enjoy each other. Lighten up and be mindful of opportunities for playtime 

and passion.  

Bills, taking care of a home, possibly children, pets, aging parents and other issues can 

really rob a partnership of feeling light hearted and fun all the time. However, if you 

make it important, you will find time to really relax and enjoy the love that growing 

between you and your chosen other. 

Playfulness can amount to anything that is fun. Text each other jokes, lovingly tease, 

roughhouse a little bit, imagine, create, dream and learn fun hobbies to enjoy with each 

other.  

You may have different ideas of what playfulness is, explore what it means for both of 

you and put playfulness as a top priority. 

Passion isn’t all about sex. It’s about giving and receiving all the love and romantic 

enjoyment that you are each capable of. And, of course sex too.  

Sex is important, not only to your relationship but for each of you on an individual 

health needs basis. The ideal amount of time is three to four times a week. More is not 

healthy of men (Sorry men, I didn’t make that up, it’s what medical professionals have 

found) 

Passion does not need to be spontaneous, it can be planned. Planning passion and/or sex 

dates will give you both a sense of anticipation, and you can be playful about that too. 

Mindful playfulness and passion will keep the spark alive in your relationship, it is the 

romance that keeps the fires of love and desire burning brightly. While the common 

thought is that this dims over time, it only does because couples allow it to. You can 

choose to purposely deepen and keep the fires burning bright. 
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Mindful Courage and Honesty 

 

If you have ever struggled with intimacy issues, or letting someone in to your most 

private side of yourself, you will know all too well that it takes courage to become 

openly honest.  

Courage is needed to fully give love, and to fully accept it.  

Sometimes knowing someone loves you enough to put his/her life on the line for you is 

overwhelming, you might struggle with feelings that you are not good enough, or that 

it’s not real, but none of those feelings will serve you.  

You must face your fears and allow love to flow back and forth abundantly between you 

and that person that you are willing to put your life on the line for. 

Honesty in a relationship includes becoming honest with yourself including your 

limitations and perceived flaws. It also means, if you are tempted to lie about something 

that you should avoid it at all costs.  

Lack of honesty equates to loss of love.  

You never have to be cruel in the name of honesty. For example, if she asks you if her 

butt looks big in those pants, saying “Hell yes it does” is probably not going to promote 

warm feelings. Honesty would be to say, “I love you no matter how you look, but those 

pants aren’t as flattering on you as “this” pair is”.  

Mindful Alignment 

 

There are times you may wonder how the two of you ever got together, especially if 

your opinions and tastes seem to be completely opposite. At the same time, it would get 

incredibly boring if you were both just alike. So, celebrate the differences and seek what 

is similar, or at least complementary.  

Knowing how you are alike and how you are different will help strengthen your bond. It 

will also tell you both how to proceed with each other. An example is the couple that 

complains that there is nothing for them to do together as a couple. He/she loves to fish, 

the other loves to shop, etc...  

This is an easy fix.  
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This couple could go shopping together for fishing supplies. There is always something 

you can find to enjoy together. This goes the same for decision making, one of you 

might be conservative while the other prefers to fly by the seat of his/her pants.  

Finding the middle ground that you can both agree on is a way to align with each other. 
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Mindful Loving Tips for Practicing 

 

The following tips will help in your pursuit 

of increasing the mindful loving in your 

relationship. You can modify them 

according to practicing them individually 

or together. 

Remember to keep your focus on yourself 

for the best results. Let your partner mind 

his or her own practice. 

1. Slow down your morning ritual and pay 

attention to how you go through each 

motion. Look your partner in the eyes for at least 3 seconds and say good morning as it 

is the final time you will be able to. 

2. When talking to your partner stop everything, connect with your eyes and be THERE 

in the conversation. Fully listen to what is being said and respond from a thoughtful 

place. 

3. Reserve judgments. There is a difference between discernment and judging, practice 

holding off on judgment and take your time to discern what is going on around you. 

This is especially hard to do when someone is doing something that annoys you such as 

driving very slowly in front of you. They may be lost or dealing with something 

traumatic though, so work on discerning reasons why they may be driving as they are 

instead of jumping in and judging them in a litany of impolite terms. 

4. Move your body and become mindful how it feels to move throughout time and 

space. Fully experience how each part of your body feels as you move it by exercise, 

yoga or simply walking. Then, touch your partner and discover his or her body, as if for 

the first time – every time. 

5. Take breathing breaks. Once an hour or so stop everything and put all of your 

attention on breathing in and breathing out. This gives your mind an opportunity to 

slow down and the extra oxygen refreshes you. It also pulls you into a deeper 

connection to what is going on around you in the immediate moment. As you breathe, 

imagine how your partner has been there for you. 
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6. During any activity, especially those that do not require concentration, such as walking 

in nature or washing dishes, allow yourself to immerse completely into as many 

experiences about the activity as you can. 

7. When you have challenging feelings, avoid the desire to escape them. Instead, sit with 

those feelings, without judgement and without taking actions from them, just accept 

them. Exploring those feelings objectively, will help you gain clarity and allow you to 

respond in the healthiest manner.  

8. All the time. Slow down, live where you are at, right here, right now. When you fully 

immerse your awareness in your activities throughout the day you will find something 

amazing. You will find that all that time up in your head thinking about yesterday, 

tomorrow, who said what, what is wrong with everything, etc... is robbing you from 

truly living.  

The more mindful you become, the more you will realize the benefits, the more 

rewarding your own life will become and the more rewarding your relationship will be.  

Begin today. 

 

 


